The principle variables affecting the precision of telescope pointing at an indoor target are magnification, brightness, and vernier acuity of the observer 's eye. A series of experim ents were performed in which magnification was the principle variable. All observations were made by a single observer, thus reducing variation in the vernier acuity. The brightness of the background against which the target was viewed was maintained at approximately the same level throughout t he exp eriments to minimize effects arising from variation of brightness. Under these conditions, the relation between probable error of a single pointing (P E.) and .
Introduction
This study of the factors affecting the precision of telescope pointing was initiated in connection with the Range and Height Finder Development Project sponsored at the Bureau by the United States Army Ordnance. As a range finder is essentially a double-pointing instrulDent, it is possible to deduce the error that may be ascribed to the purely optical phase of the range finder system from the results obtained with a sUlgle telescope. The part of this investigation that deals with the precision of pOUlting for outdoor targets has already been reported [1, 2] 1
In this earlier investigation, no consideration was given to factors that may affect the probable error of a single POintUlg (PEs) other than the distance separatulg target and observer. Other workers in this field have, however, devoted a great deal of attention to the correlation of PEs with magnification of the observulg telescope. The results of these attempts showed such wide discrepancies from one observer to another that it seemed worthwhile to investigate this matter further under carefully controlled conditions.
As control of conditions for outdoor pointing is not practicable, and as experience has shown that low and consis ten t values of PEs are obtained indoors, the pre ent study is made for indoor I Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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748313-47--3 targets only. It must be emphasized that the term "poin ting," as used in this paper, refers to a type of pointing where all mechanical errors have b een eliminated and the error of pointing found is an attribute of the combination of the optical system and observer only, and is wholly devoid of such errors that may result from incorrect r eading of vernier and scales such as exist on transit circles and similar mechanical device . In addition, the term PEs refers to the probable error of a single pointing about the in tantaneous "true" pointing at the tUne at which it is made, and is a measure of the error of a single pointing determined from a number of pointings taken rapidly, and does not contain any appreciable effect of drift.
In planning an investigation into the effect of magnification on pointing accuracy, it is clear that there are many variables that must either be controlled or allowed to affect the results in whatever manner they may. For example, if the target and reticle size are kept unchanged and the magnification varied then the apparent width of target and reticle increases directly as the magnification. That t his change in apparent width may be expected to have some effect is evidenced by some work done by Guild dealing vvith errors of optical settings [3] . His work was done with the unaided eye and showed appreciable variation for crossline widths varying from 10 to 180 seconds with the greatest change taking place between 10 and 40 seconds. It is therefore possible that the value of PEs fol' low magnifications may be influenced somewhat by the variation of apparent line widths. However, it was decided to omit control of this factor bccausc t he major portion of a given series of observations is tak en under conditions where th e apparen t line width is over 40 seconds and hence in the region of very slow change.
A second factor that may affect the probable error of pointing is the apparent brightness of the background against . which the target is viewed. This effect is discussed by P elzer [4] , who ascribes to it an importance out of proportion to its effect, in the opinion of the present author. This opinion is based on unpublished work in which it is found that while there is a slow increase in PEs as one proceeds from a brightness so high as to be barely tolerable to a brightness lower by a factor of 1,000, the magnitude of this change can be neglected as long as tho brightness is maintained at a level compatible with easy seeing. At very low brightnesses, t her e is a rapid increase in PEs with diminishing brightness. However, this second factor was controlled during the present experiments so that the apparent brightness of the background against which the target is viewed was k ept approximately constant at a level of easy seeing throughout this part of the work.
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II. Apparatus and Method of Measurement
The apparatus and method of measurement are essentially the same as those described in the study of outdoor pointing accuracy [1] . The differences are primarily those concerned with siz e of telescop e and auxiliary equipment. Two telescopes are used, one having an objective of 711-mm fo cal length and 100-mm aperture, and th e second having an objective of l ,143-mm fo cal length and 50-mm aperture~ The arrangemen t for the telescope with objective of 711-mm fo cal length is shown in figure l. The collimator has an objective of 711 -mm fo cal length and 100-mm ap erture. The weak prism has l50-mm clear aperture, and the angle between its surfaces is 4 minutes.
To vary the pointing without disturbing the viewing telescope, the weak prism is placed in front of th e telescope objective and so mounted that it may be rotated about a vertical axis, which is also parallel to the prism axis. As the deviation of a parallel beam of light caused by a weak prism is a function of the angle of incidence on the prism surface, the image of the target can be caused to move from side-to-side of the telescope cross-hair intersection by oscillating the prism. During the course of an observation the prism is rotated until th e image of the targe t app ears to coincide with th e cross-hair in the telescope, and the ang ular position of the prism is notcd with the aid of an au xili ary telescope and scal e in conjunction with a mirror attach ed to the rota tin g prism . This r eading is converted into seconds in the obj ect sp ace. A series of ten such observations is tak:en and the probable errors, PEs, determined from t hese da ta. Five such 10-groups arc usually taken in a single run with a short intermission between each lO-group, and th e avera ge PE , is accepted as th e value of PE s for th e nUl.
All obser va tions and the r ecording of data are p erformed by a single o bserver, the author, whi cb, together with th e fact tha t th e ro tation of the pr ism is controlled by a smooth rod tha t must bc r eleased b etween observa tions, acts to r educe any effect of m emory in making successive settin gs, and so tends to ensure the independence of successive observa tion s.
The probable error of a single pointing, P E" is compu ted from the approximate formula n 0.8453k2::iXi -Xi P E s (in seconds) 1 .In(n-1) (1) wher e Xl> X2, ... Xi ' .. x" denote the n observations of a group and x =~xi is the arithmetic mean of th e n n r eadings, and k is the calibra tion constant of the prism for conversion of millimeters observed on the scale to seconds deviation of the ligh t beam caused by the prism . The observa tions are consider ed 10 a t a time, and for n = 10, eq 1 can be written
The magnifications, 6, 12, 25.5, and 48 are obtained by four ocular lenses specially designed for use with the 711-mm telescope obj ective. Other magnifications, for the most part greater , are obtained by using a compound microscope as an oeular. By suitable choice of microscope obj ect ives and oculars a wide range of magnifications is pr ovided. The magnifica t ions of the t elescope with th e four oculars are determined by two m ethods, first by the rat io of the focal length of th e telescope obj ective to that of the ocular, and second by the ratio of entrance pupil to exit pupil Precision of Telesc ope Pointing with th e telescope fo cused for parallel light, a cond it ion tha t prevails throughout the experimcn t. For t he four oculars the agr eem en t by these t wo m ethods is good .
When microscopes are used as oculars, the total telf'scope magnifica tion, M , is compu ted from the r elation M = ml X mZ, wher e ml is the obj ective magnifica tion and m2 the magnifyin g power of the microscope. The value of ml is given by th e ratio of th e fo cal length of the telescope obj ective to the distance of distinct vision, 250 mm. To insure against th e errors that may r es ult fro m accepting th e nominal values of magnifying power . of a microscope, each of th e values of mz is carefully determined by experiment .
III. Results of Measurements
Spider Fiber as Target and 711-mm O bjective in Viewing Telescope
The target is a spider fib er moun ted in a ver tical position in the fo cal plane of th e collimator. The diameter of the spider fib er is approximately 4 J.I ; accordingly its diameter sub tends an angle of approximately 1.3 seconds at the obj cctive of the collimating telescope. This value of 1.3 seconds is n early cqual to the r esolving power (1. 2 seconds) of the observing telescope. The brigh t background, against which the spider fib er is viewed , is provided by a ground glass scr ecn illuminated by a 6-v proj ection lamp. The brightness of th e screen is varied when n ecessary by interposing n eu tral fil ters between th e lamp and screen . The r eticle in the observing telescope consists of two pla tinum wires 0.0001 in. in diameter in tersecting a t 90 dcgrecs, this r eticle being oriented to presen t the appearance of an X . F or thc m agnifications used , the apparen t angular width of the spider hair ranges from approximately 8 to 329 seconds, while the apparent angular width of the r eticle wires ranges from 5 to 227 seconds.
The r esults of m easurem en t are listed in table 1 and shown graphically in figure 2. The form of the curve of PEs versus magnification is an hyperbola, as is shown in figure 3 , by plo t ting P Es against th e r eciprocal of magnification. The straigh t line curve 0 ob tained has a definite intercept on the P E s axi a t 11= 0 instead of p assing through zero a might be expec ted . Thus the relation connecting P E . and magnification is of the form
where A and B are constants, and M is the magnification. For the curve in figure 3, A is 
where n is the total number of observations. For the present work this expression is sufficiently T he results are for a view ing telescope with an objective of 71l·mm focal length, l00·mm aperture. A spider fiber of appro ximately 4·/" diameter mounted in the focal plane of the collimator is the target.
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-------- PEs from a single 10-group as an observation and computing the probable errol' of the mean for the average value of PEs from five 10-groups. Where more than one 50-set is considered, the value of P ' P is the average for the several 50-sets. Ideally P ' P, compu ted in this manner, should equal the value of P p listed under column 2. It is noteworthy that fairly good agr eement prevails between the values of P ' P, listed under columns 2 and 3, for the same magnification .
Platinum Wire as Target and 711-mm Objective in Viewing Telescope
The target i a platinum wire mounted vertically in the focal plane of the collimator. The diameter of the wire is 0.0005 in ., which subtends an angle of 4 seconds at the objective. All other cond itions of the exp erimen t are essentially th e sa m e as those for th e spici er fib er as ta rget.
The resu lts of measuremen t are listed in table 2. Assuming t he same form of equation conn~c ting P E s an d magnification evalua tion of th e constan ts .A and B by least-squares gives th e relation • (7) which is n early the same as eq 4 found for th e spider-fib er t arget. A comparison of observed and calculated values of P E s given in table 2
T ABLE 2.
-Probable error of a single pointing (P E ,) as a function of magnification (M).
T he results are for view ing telescope with an objecti ve of 711·mm focal length, lOO-m m aper ture. A platinum wire 0.OOO5·in . in diameter mo unted in the focal p lane of the collimator is the target. 
PE,
APE. shows excellent agreem en t. The significance of !:. P E s and the three valu es of P p are the sam e as explain ed in section 1. The theoretical value of P p, listed in column 2, shows very close agreem en t wi th the valu e of P p determined from the spread of values of P E s, listed under column 3.
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3 . Platinum wire as target and l,143-rnm objective in viewing telescope
In t bis part of t he experiment, a telescope objective wit h fo cal length of 1,143-mm is used t o study possible effect on the values of PEs t hat may ari se witb change of focal length of t he observing telescope objective. All other conditions remain t he same as described in section 2.
The results of measurements are listed in table   168 3. Assuming t hat t he form of t he equation connecting PEs and magnification is t he same as eq 3, evaluation of t he constan ts by least-squares gives the relation (8) which closely resembles eq 4 an d eq 7. . A comparison of observed and calculated values gIven in table 3 shows excellen t agreement.
TABLE 3.-Probable error of a single pointing (PE,) as a fun ction of magnification (M).
T he res ults are for a viewing tclescope wi th an object ive of 1,l43-mm focal length, apert ure 5O-mnJ. A platinum wire of 0.0005-i n . in d iameter mounted in the focal plan e of the coll imator is the tar~c t .
PE.
6.PE. 
IV. Discussion
Al though the v ariation of probable error of telescope pointing with magnification has fr equently been th e subject of investigation [1] , t he results have been so diverse that it seem ed worthwhile to study this phase of pointing accuracy with t he presen t equipmen t. It seems probable that the wide variations in the res ults previously reported arise frpm the attemp t to correlate PE s wi th magnification for pointings made at an outdoor target withou t con trol of oth er variables. Such pointings ar e likely to be influenced by turbulence of t he air in tervening between observer and target, lighting conditions and degree of contrast , configuration or shape of the target viewed, arrangem en t and size of t he cross-hairs in the observing telescope, and small movements of the observing telescope or the obj ect viewed. In addi tion, some investigators have h andicapp ed themselves at the outset by asswning that there should be a defini te relation connecting pointing accuracy and resolving power of the telescope obj ective [6, 7, 8, and 9] .
The possibility of such a, rclation is minimized by Tilton [10] who, in the course of some precise work on prism size, found it necessary to study the effect on pointing accuracy with change of aperture of objective. His findings indicate no significant change or pointing accuracy with resolving power. It is probable that a belief (not always definitely stated) that pointing accuracy does not differ greatly from the limi t of resolving power influenced some investigators to be satisfied with a relatively coarse adj ustment in making their settings. For example, Pelzer [4] , the first worker to make definite attempts to control brightness, arrives at such high values of PEs (varying from 0.9 to 1.4 seconds for magnifications varying from 28 to 14) that it appears very likely that he did not employ a sttffi ciently fine m eans of reading his pointings. Also, many observers appear to base their formulas relating magnification and pointing accuracy upon results obtained for relatively few magnifications. Thus, Noet7.li [11] , in his work on outdoor pointing, bases his equation
. s-.JM 0 M (9) upon magnifications 12, 24, and 37, while Klempau [12] bases his equation One of the best pieces of work definitely dealing with indoor pointing accuracy is that by Noetzli [l1J. H e first investigates the effect of magnification upon pointi.ng accuracy under conditions that preclude errors arising from the presence of cross-hairs in the ocular, and, for a range of magnification from 1 to 78, finds the relation 2 PE _ 1.39 "-M (11 ) However, in making the settings in the second part of his investigation, wherein he used crosshairs in the ocular, he gets the relation (12) , The constants in Noetzli's equations bave been adjusted by tbe present Buthor to express probable error instead or root·mean-square error.
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which is clearly open to question in view of the present study. In seeking an explanation for th is discrepancy, the present author has plotted Noetzl~'s values in the form of M X PE, versus M, which is shown in figure 4 , for pointings both with and without cross-hairs. It is clear for those values of M in excess of 15.7 that Noetzli's values with cross-hairs fall on a curve satisfying the equation M X P E.= 1.665 + 0.035M, (13 ) while those values of M X PEs found for M varying from 1 to 8.6 not only fall well below this curve, but they also arc lower than the corresponding valu es of M X PEs for all magnifications wi thou t cross-hairs. I t seems very improbable that the pointings with cross-hairs should b e better than the pointings without cross-hairs for magnifications 1 to 8.6 and inferior for magnifications in excess of 15.7. It is noteworthy that these discrepancies are pronounced only for the lower magnifica.tion where, according to table 1 in N oetzli's paper, a telescope objective was used as ocular. Whenever long focal length lenses arc used as oculars, it is possible that there may be sufficient difference in adjustment of objective and ocular (or of the reticle with respect to the objective and ocular) to produ ce a difference in magnification between the condition of pointing with and without cross-hairs . The tendency for the normal observer would be toward an adjustment producing a higher magnification for pointings WIth than for those without cross-hairs. Accordingly, the magnifications 1 to 8.6, listed by N oetzli, may actually have been somewhat higher for the condition of pointing with C1'OS8-hairs that they were without cross-hairs.
When eq 13 is transformed into the equivalent form P E ,= 1~5 +0.035, (14) which is identical with the form in eq 1, it is clear tha t the eonstan t B is not appreciably different from the averago valu e of 0.068 found in the present experiment. The value A is, however, very much smaller than the value of 4.962 reported here. Since, however, the constant A is the vernier acuity of the observer's eye, and there is considerable variation in this quantity from one 
Observed values of lIlIXPE. with cross-hairs are indicated hy crosses; curve 2 shows the theoretical curve for M>15.7. Observed values of J.IX P E . with· ou t cross·h airs are indicated by circles; curve 1 shows the theoretical curve. These results are obtai ned from Noetzli's paper. (See reference [11] ). observer to ano ther, the differences in the constan t A in troduce no difficulty.
V. Conclusion
The r elation between PEs and magnification is found from this experiment to be expressible in the form where A and B are constants. On averaging the values of A and B for the tlU'f~e cases described , the resulting equation is P E . • = 4:1 2 + 0.068 (15) It is problematical whether any significance can be at tached to the variation of the constants A and B for the three cases. This question can 170 only be answer ed by further study where a wider range of.target diameters and fo cal lengths of the observing telescope are used. The constant A is the vernier acuity of the observer's eye and can undoubtedly be expected to vary from one observer to another. The value of 4.96 seconds is within the r ange of values obtained by different observers, contained in a discussion of vernier acuity in a paper by Walls [1 3] .
It is more 'difficult to account for the constant B . Previous workers in this field have ul':ed equations in which A only appeared, PEs being correlated with th e r eciprocal of magnification. Two possibilities are here advanced in interpretation of the constant B. The first is vibra tion that is always present however much it may be r educed by careful mounting. The second possibility is that the short air column separating the collimator and telescope obj ective may by its turbulence introduce the additional error r epresented in the equation by B . In the study of outdoor pointing, the possibility of a dependence of pointing accuracy upon range was discussed [1 VI. References
